The words of a language are randomly replaced in time by new ones, but it has long been known that words corresponding to some items (meanings) are less frequently replaced than others. Usually, the rate of replacement for a given item is not directly observable, but it is inferred by the estimated stability which, on the contrary, is observable. This idea goes back a long way in the lexicostatistical literature, nevertheless nothing ensures that it gives the correct answer.
If the elements in the sum (2) are independent (likely they are, since word replacements usually are independent events) and M is suciently large (typically it equals 100 or 200) one can apply the law of large numbers. Therefore, one has that C(α, β) ≃ E[C(α, β)] which, given (2) and (3), implies
Reversing this equality one obtains the fundamental formula of Glottochronology:
This formula has been derived under the assumption that the value of r is universal, i.e. that it is independent of the item i. As well, r must be the same for all pairs of languages in the considered family while, in principle, it could be dierent for dierent families. Its actual value is controversial, nevertheless some proposals have a larger consensus (see, for example [3] ). In our opinion it is better to x the value of r by history. In fact, a single event, which xes the time distance of a single pair of languages among all pairs, is sucient to determine r. For example, Iceland was colonized by Norwegians about the year 900 CE and therefore the corresponding time distance between Norwegian and Icelandic is about 1.1 × 2 = 2.2 millennia.
Amazingly, it has been known for a long time that the rate r is not universal [46] , but, somehow, this point was neglected by scholars and most of Lexicostatistics studies continued as if the rate were universal. In fact, the fundamental formula (5) only holds if the rate is the same for all items or, at least, its range of variation is very small. We will see that this is not the case, therefore, (5) will be replaced by a generalized version. The estimated value of the time distance T (α, β) may change drastically.
Because of these diculties and inconsistencies, among others, the method of Swadesh was often misunderstood and harshly criticized since the beginning (see, for example, [7] ), nevertheless, it is still successfully and widely used in many dierent contexts [812] and it is still subject to improvements and developments [3, 13, 14] . Moreover, signicant progress has been made to make the cognate identication process more objective [1519] .
Before presenting our results and methods, we would like to mention that this work is mostly based on an automated version of Swadesh approach which was proposed about ten years ago [2022] . According to this automated approach, the point that we have modied here is simply the denition (1) which we have replaced by a more objective measure based on Levenshtein distance.
The Levenshtein distance between two words is simply the minimum number of insertions, deletions or substitutions of a single character needed to transform one word into the other. The automated approach [2022] is based on a normalized Levenshtein distance (N LD) which is dened as the Levenshtein distance divided by the number of characters of the longer of the two compared words.
In symbols, given two words α i and β i corresponding to the same meaning i in two languages α and β, their
where D L (α i , β i ) is the Levenshtein distance between the two words and L(α i , β i ) is the number of characters of the longer of the two. This normalized Levenshtein distance can take any rational value between 0 and 1. Then, in order to compare with the standard Swadesh approach, it is useful do dene
which ideally corresponds to the classical denition of cognacy for which C(α i , β i ) takes the value 1 if the two words are cognate and the value 0 if they are not. In our case, C(α i , β i ) takes the value 1 only if the two words are identical and it takes the value 0 if they are completely dierent, but, in general, it takes a rational value between 0 and 1. The denition of the overlap given by (6) and (7) replaces the denition (1), leaving unchanged formulae from (2) to (5) as well all subsequent formulae in this paper.
Surprisingly, while the C(α i , β i ) are denitely dierent in the two approaches, we recently found out that the corresponding measures of the estimated stability S(i), as well of the overlaps C(α, β) are extremely correlated. This will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. Though we use here the N LD approach, all results can be re-obtained by standard approach based on cognacy identication.
The measure of the estimated stability S(i) is based on an idea, which dates back more than fty years [46] . The formulation may vary from an author to another but the main assumption is the same: the more the words corresponding to a given meaning i in dierent languages are similar, the larger is the stability of this meaning. More recently, this idea was developed and improved [23, 24] and a convincing explanation for the dierence of the stability values for dierent items was also found [25, 26] .
The idea was also revisited by using the N LD approach in [27, 29] where it was also shown that the stability ranking is not universal, i.e., it strongly depends on the family of languages under consideration. Ranking, according to [25] , is determined by the frequency of word-use and, therefore, it is an interesting tool for the inference of cultural traits of dierent populations. Moreover, the non-universality of ranking strongly points to the idea that the choice of the items of the Swadesh lists should not be the same for all families but, on the contrary, each family should be studied compiling an ad hoc list.
Let us end this section with a description of our results. Our concern is that although the idea of inferring the rates of replacement from the estimated stability has been longly and successfully used, nothing ensures that it gives the correct answer. There are dierent methods for measuring the stability, but the key point is to compare for each meaning i all the words associated to i in the languages of a given family. As already mentioned, the more similar these words are, the higher the stability S(i). In turn, the stability S(i) is assumed to be exponentially proportional to the replacement rate r i of the words corresponding to the meaning i. If this assumption is correct, one can infer the replacement rates (which in general cannot be directly measured) using the stabilities (which can be measured).
The family of Romance languages allows for a direct test of this assumption. In this case, in fact, the estimated stabilities S(i) can be tested against the rates r i since the proto-language (Vulgar Latin) is known and the the actual rates r i can be explicitly computed by comparison of modern Romance languages with Vulgar Latin. The conclusion (Section II) is that the idea of estimating the r i trough the S(i) is sound. Nevertheless, it turns out that the rates of replacement indeed depend on the item i. As a side result we also provide some evidence that Late Classical Latin is not at the root of modern Romance languages.
In Section III we compute the distribution of the rates r i both for those inferred by the estimated stabilities S(i) and those directly computed by comparison with Latin. The result is that both distributions are denitely broad. On the contrary, (5) is derived under the assumption that the replacement rates do not signicantly depend on i, which implies that the distributions should be narrow. Therefore, it is necessary to rewrite the fundamental formula of Glottochronology (5) in order to incorporate this new result. The new formula, in general, gives a dierent value for T (α, β) as compared to (5) .
In section IV we compare the ranking of the replacement rates r i for dierent families of languages. First we consider two Romance sub-families and the result is that ranking, even if some correlation is present, is denitively dierent for the two families. This is a clear evidence that ranking is far from being universal. The result is then conrmed by comparison of the stability ranking for the entire Romance family of languages with the stability ranking for the Malagasy family of dialects. In this case similarity between the two rankings is totally missing.
Our conclusions are contained in section V. 
II. ACTUAL STABILITY, ESTIMATED STABILITY AND REPLACEMENT RATES
According to our database, we consider N = 56 languages, 55 of which are Romance languages and one is Latin which can be Late Classical Latin or Vulgar Latin (we tested both but only the second seems to be at the root of the Romance phylogenesis). For any language, the Swadesh lists contain M = 110 items.
Any of the N languages is labeled by an integer indicated by a Greek letter (say α) with 1 ≤ α ≤ N where α = 2, ..., N correspond to the modern Romance variants and α = 1 corresponds to Latin (Late Classical or Vulgar).
Any item (meaning) is labeled by i with 1 ≤ i ≤ M . As already mentioned, α i represents the word corresponding to the item i for the language α which means that α i indicates a couple of coordinates, i.e., α i = (α, i).
We may dene the actual stability of an item i counting the average overlap between Latin and modern Romance languages as
where the sum goes on all modern Romance languages (β = 2, .....N ).
Notice that with this denition all the R(i) are in the interval [0, 1]. Also, notice that only pairs of words corresponding to the same item i are used in this denition and, therefore, the rate of replacement r i , corresponding to item i, is the same for all words. According to the probabilistic digression in previous section one has that all the C(1 i , β i ) are equally distributed with average
where T = T (1, β) is the time distance between each modern Romance languages β and Latin. This is the contrary of the situation usually faced by Glottochronology since in our case the time T (1, β) is known while the rate of replacement is not. In fact, for all Romance languages in the above formula, T (1, β) equals T which is the time distance between the ancient Rome period (Latin was spoken) and the present (Romance languages are spoken). More precisely, if Late Classical Latin is considered one has that T is about 1.85 millennia, while if Vulgar Latin is considered one has that T is about 1.5 millennia. This is because the authors of "The Global Lexicostatistical Database" based their Late Classical Latin on the works of Apuleius (around 150 CE) integrated in dicult cases by "Noctes atticae" by Aulo Gellio (159-170 CE) and "Satyricon" by Petronius (1st century CE), so that T = 1850 years is explained. Vulgar Latin, on the contrary, is the language which was spoken by the vulgus at the end of the Roman empire so that the value T = 1500 years is justied in this case.
We tested both versions of Latin and we found, as it will be clear in the following, that Vulgar Latin can be easier placed at the root of Modern Romance Languages.
This time, in order to nd out our result from formulae (8) and (9) by means of the law of large numbers, we have to assume that N is suciently large. We obtain
Since the value of T is given, we found out that computing the M = 110 actual stabilities R(i) by data using (8) allows to obtain the corresponding replacement rates r i . The big problem is that in most cases, dierently from the Romance languages case, only contemporary languages are available, while the ancestor language (proto-language) is unknown. In this case, not only one cannot compute the overlaps C(1 i , β i ) but also the time distance T from the proto-language is unknown. As a result the replacement rates r i cannot be computed by the method explained above.
It is clear that in this more common case it is necessary to infer the rates r i by some procedure that only involves living languages.
We show now that the estimated stability is a good tool to obtain accurate approximations for the rates r i . Since the estimated stability S(i) must be computed using only contemporary languages, the simplest choice is to dene it as
where the sum goes on all (N −1)(N −2)/2 possible language pairs α, β between the N − 1 Romance languages. The estimated stability S(i) measures the average overlap (for the meaning i) between all pairs of contemporary Romance languages. This quantity is candidate for replacing the actual stability R(i) (which measures the average overlap between Latin and all modern Romance languages) in those cases in which the proto-language is unknown.
Reasonably S(i) is smaller for those meanings i with a higher rate of lexical evolution since they tend to remain more similar in time, but our goal is more ambitious, i.e., we would like that the estimated stability and the actual stability were strongly correlated. Only in this case S(i) could be used in place of R(i) for estimating the replacement rate r i .
Therefore, all we have to do is to test the correlation between the estimated stability and the actual stability. We plotted S(i) against R(i) (Fig. 1) using Late Classical Latin (left) and Vulgar Latin (right). If the data in the gure were perfectly aligned (one is a linear transformation of the other) we could conclude that estimated stability (11) and actual stability (10) were equivalent. This is not the case, nevertheless, there is a strong correlation between the S(i) and R(i) variables. This means that we can use the S(i) in order to estimate the r i .
It is important to observe that the correlation is much stronger for Vulgar Latin with respect to Late Classical Latin. This probably means that Vulgar Latin is at the root of the phylogenesis of Romance languages while Late Classical Latin is a side branch. This view is coherent with the common belief that the Late Classical Latin was an articial literary continuation of the Archaic Latin without a precise correspondence with the evolution of the spoken language. Indeed, it is widely underlined in literature that spoken language and the written language already started to diverge about a century before CE.
Before proceeding with our extrapolation of the r i from the estimated stabilities, let us conrm the result obtained by measuring the correlations with another measure. Given the list with M = 110 items i, we order them in a decreasing ranking according to R(i) and we do the same for the S(i). If we consider the rst m ≤ M items according to the ranking S(i) and the rst m according to ranking R(i), we can count the number c(m) ≤ m of common elements in these two shorter lists. Our conclusion is that the actual stabilities R(i) computed from Vulgar Latin are very correlated to the estimated stabilities S(i). Therefore, in all cases in which we don't know the proto-language (the R(i) cannot be computed) we can try to extrapolate the r i from the observables S(i). But how?
The r i are computed using the equality at the right in formula (10) . On the other hand, we have shown that the S(i) dened in (11) and the R(i) dened in (8) are highly correlated. Therefore, in analogy with (10), we are tempted to dene the variables s i as
with the hope that they are a good estimate of the r i (which, in general, cannot be directly measured). The parameter T s is arbitrary at this stage since the time depths of the family is supposed to be unknown (unless the proto-language is historically attested as for the Romance family). Fortunately, the mathematical correlation between the s(i) and the r(i) does not depend on T s so that we can make any arbitrary preliminary choice for this parameter. The strong correlation between the r i and the s i is shown by Fig. 3 (where we used T s = T = 1.5 millennia). Moreover, this gure also allows us to roughly assume
The parameter λ remains unxed at this stage since the correct value of T s is unknown. On the other side we cannot x it by a plot as in Fig. 3 since the proto-language is unknown and the r i cannot be computed. Nevertheless, as we will show in next section, there is a way to x λ using only contemporary languages.
Let us briey summarize the results of this section:
• if the proto-language is known the replacement rates r i can be computed by the equation at the right side of (10) where the R(i) are given by (8);
• in most cases the proto-language is unknown, but one can anyway compute the s i using formulae (11) and (12) . The time parameter T s in (12) is arbitrary;
FIG. 4:
The distribution of the ri (left) and of the si (right). The frequency is the number of occurrences in an given interval of size 0.1 divided by the total number M = 110 of occurrences. The interesting fact is that both distributions remain large between 0.2 and 0.8 meaning that rates of dierent items may typically dier by a factor two or more.
• we have shown that r i ≃ λs i . The value of the parameter λ remains unxed at this stage as a consequence of the arbitrariness of T s . We will show in next section how to x its value using only contemporary languages.
III. DISTRIBUTION OF RATES AND TIME DISTANCES
It is already clear from Fig. 3 
that the replacement rates r i , deduced comparing Latin with Romance languages (as well the replacenment rates s i , deduced by comparing only Romance Languages) are very dierent for dierent items i.
This fact is even more evident in Fig. 4 were the distributions of the rates r i and s i are plotted. In fact, both distributions remain large in the interval between 0.2 and 0.8 meaning that rates of dierent items may typically dier by a factor two or more. This is really astonishing given that the fundamental formula of Glottochronology is derived with the assumption that the rate of replacement is universal i.e., that all r i are equal.
At this point the question is: how should we modify the fundamental formula of Glottochronology in order to accommodate for this fact? What one can do, is to assume again that the overlap may be replaced by its expected value so that
where, unlike formula (4), the rates depend on the item i. If the actual rates r i can be preliminarily computed from data (the proto-language is known), the time distances T (α, β) can be obtained by inverting the above formula. For each pair of languages one gets T (α, β) as a function of C(α, β) (which in turn is computed from data). The inversion is always possible since the relation between C(α, β) and T (α, β) is clearly monotonic.
In case the actual rates cannot be computed (the proto-language is unknown) one can use the estimated rates s i in place of the r i . Assuming proportionality between the two set of variables. i.e., r i = λ s i , the above formula rewrites as
Given that all the s i can be preliminarily computed (even in absence of a known proto-language), also this formula can be inverted and the time distances T (α, β) between two languages can be still obtained as a function of C(α, β). All the T (α, β) also depend on the single parameter λ which is not xed at this stage, but it is sucient to know the time distance of a single pair of languages to determine it. This xing has to be specic for the family which is considered, for example for the Romance family one knows that Sardinian and Sicilian started to diverge at the fall of the Roman empire, about the year 500 CE and, therefore, the corresponding time distance between the two languages is about 1.5 × 2 = 3 millennia. In this work, we don't need to compute the divergence times T (αβ) for Romance languages, the problem is studied in detail in a forthcoming article [28] . In case the xing is not possible because there are not historically attested dates for the beginning of a divergence, the global scale of time remains arbitrary but all relative time distances are still computable. We can summarize the results in this section as follows;
• the inversion of formula (15) , which, in general, has to be done numerically, gives the time distance T (α, β) in terms of C(α, β) and of the s i , which are all quantities computable from data even in absence of a known protolanguage. Therefore, the inverted formula is a generalization of the fundamental formula of Glottochronology (5);
• all the T (α, β) also depend on λ which is not xed at his stage, but it is sucient to know the time distance of a single pair of languages to x it. In case this is not possible, the global scale of time remains arbitrary;
• the time distances T (α, β) may dier consistently from those computed with the standard fundamental formula which can be eventually re-obtained replacing all the s i in (15) by the averages
. This is reasonable only if the s i have a narrow distribution, which seems not to be the case.
In order to have a qualitative perception on how the fundamental formula may change drastically, assume, for example, that the distribution of the s i can be approximated by a probability density
where Γ is the standard Gamma function and the positive parameters Z and P are chosen such that the average ZP and the deviation √ Z P coincide with averages = 0.53 and deviation σ s = 0.20 of the distribution in the right side of Fig. 4 . Approximately, Z = 7.0 and P = 0.076.
We have chosen this probability density because the associated frequency has a shape which is similar to the one in the right side of Fig. 4 , but any other density with similar characteristics could equally be used. In fact, the purpose is simply to give a qualitative understanding of the result of the inversion of formula (15) which can be easily and exactly performed by numerical tools without the need of introducing distributions. One gets:
where the rst equality at the left side is the continuous approximation of (15) , while the second equality is obtained by computing the integral with ρ(s) given by (16) . The right side of the above equation, which is computed by inverting the equality at the right side, has a denitely dierent shape as compared to (5) . For example the rst function diverges logarithmically for small values of x while the second has a power law divergence.
IV. NON UNIVERSALITY OF THE STABILITY RANKING
Stability ranking is not universal, but it strongly depends on the family of languages under consideration. This fact was already evidenced in [27, 29] . We provide here further evidence on a more quantitative basis.
In order to compare the rankings, we compiled the lists with the rst m ≤ M items according to the decreasing ranking of the estimated stability S(i) for dierent families and sub-families. Then, we measured the number c(m) ≤ m of common items of two lists. In both cases we considered, we found a result closer to c(m) = This result is depicted in Fig. 5 where the Western Romance sub-family was compared with the Eastern Romance sub-family and the Romance family with the Malagasy family of dialects.
The 14 Eastern and the 41 Western Romance languages are separated by the La Spezia-Rimini line. More precisely the eastern sub-family contains the Italian variants below La Spezia-Rimini line and those variants spoken in eastern Europe, while the Western sub-family contains all the others.
The Romance family contains all the 55 languages of the dataset, while for the Malagasy family we have used all the 24 dialects of Malagasy collected by the authors of [11] (see the Appendix). Since the comparison was made Therefore, comparison very clearly shows that ranking is completely dierent for Malagasy and Romance families and at least partially dierent for Eastern and Western Romance sub-families.
Ranking, according to [25] , is determined by the frequency of word-use which, in turn, may depend on the specic cultural traits of a given population. Therefore, it is not astonishing that the coincidence of rankings is higher between Western and Eastern Romance sub-families as compared to the coincidence of rankings between Romance and Malagasy families. In the rst case the reference cultural traits are likely more similar than in the second.
The clear conclusion of this simple analysis is that ranking is signicantly dierent for dierent families since in both considered cases the real c(m) is denitely not equal and not even close to the value c(m) = m which corresponds to equal ranking.
This fact that ranking is not universal should be taken into account when one has to make a choice for the items to be included in a Swadesh list. In past (and present) research, on the contrary, the Swadesh list were identical for dierent linguistic families. This means that the specic cultural traits are not considered relevant variables for the choice of the items to be included in the list. We think, on the contrary, that it would be reasonable to include those items which are ranked rst according to stability computed for a specic family. In this way, the items included in a Swadesh list would be dierent for dierent families and the choice would privilege in all cases those which are most stable.
This proposal also has practical side, consider the case in which one is dealing with a family of Malagasy dialects, in this case it is of little help to consider the words corresponding to the items "snow" or "ice" which appear in the standard Swadesh list, it would be more reasonable to include instead "rice" or "pirogue". In general, the best one can do is to consider a large vocabulary and choose those (100 or 200) words wich are ranked rst according to their stability specically computed for that family.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proven that the word replacement rates associated to the meanings i are not all equal but they may dier by a factor two or more. These replacement rates can be directly computed only if the proto-language of a family is known as for example for the Romance family. In this care the replacement rates r i are obtained by vomparison of Latin with contemporary Romance Languages.
We have shown that in case the proto-language is unknown, the replacement rates can be reasonably inferred using only the vocabulary of the living languages of a family (the s i ).
This experimental result was possible since we considered the Romance family which has the fortunate characteristics to have a known proto-language (Vulgar Latin). Therefore, we could make an experimental test comparing the actual stabilities R(i), which could be explicitly computed comparing modern Romance languages with Vulgar Latin, with the estimated stabilities S(i) which are computed comparing only Romance languages. The result was a strong correlation between estimated and actual stabilities.
Since the actual stabilities R(i) are simply related to the rates r i and the estimated stabilities S(i) are simply related to the rates s i , the conclusion is that the idea of estimating the replacement rates by using the S(i) in place of the R(i) is sound. This result is very useful since the estimated stabilities S(i) can be computed even when the proto-language is unknown, in fact, they are obtained comparing only living languages (Romance languages in our case).
We have also computed the distribution of the replacement rates for the Romance family, both for those inferred by the S(i) (the s i ) and for the ones computed from the actual stabilities R(i) (the r i ) . The result is that both distributions are denitely broad, while the fundamental formula of Glottochronology implicitly assumes that all the replacement rates are equal. This fact led us to rewrite the fundamental formula of Glottochronology for the case in which the rates r i strongly depend on the item i. In our opinion, this is a necessary step for future improvements of the phylogenetic analysis of all family of languages.
The new formula not only requires to compute the overlap C(α, β) for a pair of languages, but also all the estimated rates s i . The weak point is that in order to compute the s i it is necessary to have a suciently large number of languages of a family in order that the law of large numbers can be applied.
In the future, comparing the empirical distribution of the estimated rates for dierent families, it will probably be possible to infer a universal theoretical distribution. In this case, (15) would be substituted by an equation with the form of the rst equality at the left of (17) with ρ(s) representing the inferred universal distribution. In this way the inversion would not require the computation of all the single s i and it would lead to a new and more precise version of the fundamental formula of Glottochronology.
In the last section, by a simple statistical tool, we gave indisputable evidence that the stability ranking is denitively not the same for dierent families of languages. This last result was also supported by comparison with the Malagasy family of dialects. The non-universality of the ranking strongly points to the idea that the choice of the items of the Swadesh lists should not be the same for all families but, on the contrary, each family should be studied compiling an ad hoc list according to its specic ranking. 1) if an entry admits more than one synonym, or more than one interchangeable variant, we accepted only the most common among the alternatives with a specic transcription (see point 3);
2) GLD-Romance includes 58 languages. We accepted 53 of them, neglecting "Vercellese Piemontese", "Rapallo Ligurian" (lack of a specic transcription, see point 3), "Archaic Latin", "Old Italian", "Old French" (unnecessary for our research);
3) the entries are transliterated into a unied transcriptional system (a GLD variant of standard IPA), but also report a specic transcription for the given language. We accept this second transcription, with some simplications:
-the following substitutions were performed: a → a, ae → ae, {ç or c} → c, í → e, → d, ¦ → g, -→ l, → n, { c or û or ö} → o, ÷ → oe, {² or s , } → s, { u or u} → u, z → z, -all other characters (accents, graphic or phonetic marks, etc.) dierent from a white space and not included in modern English alphabet of 26 letters, were omitted; 4) some minor changes were applied to specic entries:
-the entries of the verb "to walk (to go)", which were recorded by GLD-Romance in the third-person singular present tense form, were transposed to the innitive form,
-all the Romanian verbs were rewritten without the initial "a " e.g., "a arde" (to burn) was rewritten as "arde", -three Italian entries ("belly", "lie", "snake") were changed in order to be more close to current spoken language;
5) all missing entries were recovered from dierent sources:
-Dalmatian: "The Info List -Dalmatian Language", http://www.theinfolist.com/php/SummaryGet.php? FindGo=dalmatian_language , -Megleno Romanian: "Glosbe", https://it.glosbe.com/it/ruq/meglenorumeno ,
